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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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"The most heartbreaking game on Steam"

- Benjamin Franklin. PREMISE: I didn't finish the game and I ask for a refund, so my review isn't about the complete game.
..........
I played for 1h and 1\/2 but then I couldn't anymore: I was growing more and more bored.

A big problem is that nothing happen in that 1 and 1\/2 hour, it's just talking between the main characters.
The other big problem is represented by the main characters: I couldn't get me to love or appreciate them. I love a good
bantering between couples but they.never.stop.

The heroine is a tsundere: I don't have anything against tsundere characters but if you hate them you are warned.
Anyway I found her to be annoying because it's like she is searching for a fight. I appreciate when a character can give a good
reply to people picking on him\/her but in this case, she is often the one searching for discussions.

The male character is a womanizer who jokes almost all the time. He could be nice if he didn't have so many sexist lines. Sure,
it probably were made to having him jokingly picking on the heroine but I got tired very soon of this.
In short, his jokes are very often about how the heroine should be more feminine in the hope of finding a rich man who would
marry her. That's... boring and not stimulating in the interaction between characters.

It's a pity I couldn't find the game more entertaining because the art is good: nice style and beautiful colors, especially in the
backgrounds. It just needs to work a little more on expressions and it would be great!. The graphics of this game are nothing
special and one might think this is just one of those stupid Platformer that are floating steam. But I gotta tell you that you are
wrong!

This Game is an Indie Platformer but has his own Style. Which really makes this Game addictive.

It took me ~1h to beat all the levels and during this playtime i didnt find any bugs!

Also the Achievements worked as they are supposed to!

All in all i would say that this Game is totally worth it's price :). Fun to play when all the AAA games get boring. "Sir, the odds
of successfully navigating that field of abstract pillars is approximately three-thousand-seven-hundred-twenty to one!"
"Never tell me the odds!"
Man it feels great diving into a gap not knowing if there's an exit and barely making it out the other side. I love this game. I
gifted it to a few friends just to support the developers.. I am recommending this game as much, as this yummy reciep for
melons sorbet:

Serves: 1 litre

1) Place the melon in the bowl of a food processor and process until smooth. Add the lemon juice, vodka, and sugar and process
for another 30 seconds.

2) Place the mixture into the refrigerator until the mixture reaches 4 degrees C; depending on the temperature of your
ingredients and refrigerator, this could take 30 minutes to 1 hour.

3) Pour the chilled mixture into the bowl of an ice cream maker and process according to manufacturer's directions.

4) Transfer the sorbet to an airtight container and place in the freezer for 3 to 4 hours before serving.

Enjoy<3
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Trail Breaking may have been a really great game. It looked beautiful in the advertisements (screenshots). The issue is simply
that it is unable to run. After posting for help in the forum I am told that the error which prevents me from launching this game
is quite common. Well,,so I suppose I simply have to mark off another title as being unplayable and swallow the cash.After
awhile this gets to be so exaperating that you just wonder why. Having met all the requirements and fully exceeded them the
question remains. Why?

 I look at the forum and I see numerous other people posting the same exact error. How does one scrutinise that? The only way
to best describe the situation is tragic and unfortunate. Indeed,as I was told,this error is quite common. Well then I suppose quite
a lot of other people have experienced buying a game such as this and been unable to even launch. The feeling is liken to falling
down a deep hole in which there is no bottom.Someone in the futrre may see this error and recognise some way to fix it. So I
will post it here for that simple reason:

The UE-4 Trailbreaking Game has crashed and will close.

LowLevelFatalError
[File:D:\\Build\\++UE4+Release-4.18+Compile\\Sync\\Engine\\Source\\Runtime\\RenderCore\\Private\\RenderingThread.cpp]
[Line: 1015]
GameThread timed out waiting for RenderThread after 30.32 secs

Bye the bye,this error completely prevents player from moving past launch. At the present time there is no fix and no updates
have helped in any form whatsoever.. This is a great game and I had a blast playing it in 2019.

To address the mixed reviews I think I understand what is going on here. When you hold this title up against its predecessor
there are some things missing from this title which I think warrant some peoples complaints namely: there's not much of the
game that is destructible which is sorely missed since it was such a huge aspect of the first game, and its shorter than the first
game (it was a perfect length imho but to each his own). Those are valid complaints when you compare it with the first game
and I guess I just wish they had named it something other than Red Faction because when you look at the game without
comparing it to its predecessor its great!

What you get in place of those aspects that are missing is a more exciting action packed game with more interesting NPCs, great
voice acting (the great actor Jason Statham voices one of the characters!), excellent vehicle levels to add variety and interesting
boss fights. The story had twists and turns which kept it interesting all the way through. This whole game was cinematic.

The gunplay is excellent. All of the weapons feel appropriately powerful and make a big impact which makes the basic shooting
in the game (which is the core of the gameplay) feel fantastic. Its a joy to play and I had a blast.

I played it in 4k with max settings and it looked better than I expected it to tbh.. As a Gaymer myself, this documentary (if you
wnat to call it that) was literally 98% \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing. At 38 minutes into it I almost shut it off because it
was a broken record of complaining that was starting to hurt my ears, whine whine whine. So many of the interviewees really
seem angry, mad and just bitter. GTA5 didnt have gay characters or a female protagonist (10 minutes of complaining about
that). They use quotes from YouTube commenters for some of the gay game clips shown -- and you have to stop for a minute
and think about it. Everyone in the comments sections of 99% of any games are flaming each other for everything, its a bunch
of 13 y.o.'s I laugh at most of it because their all stupid, but this documentary takes YouTube comments like it's literal hate eg.
sex scene in Mass Effect 3 was used, hate comment used showed 'futurestic buttsex'. omg how halarious I think, no according to
these guys its more hate. Comon... The intent is good, but I found myself rolling my eyes more often than not. The final 11
minutes were some of the better part of the show. I almost wish it was put at the beginning. Overall... Meh.... Simple and fun.
Reminds me of old top-down racers on the 8bit & 16 bit consoles and computers. Nice track editor with online sharing.. A nicer
looking alternative to DJ Max and Stepmania. First, the game is glitchy as hell. It will move to the background mid-game,
forcing you to constantly re start levels. Also. And this is a big one. It's a generic Kingdom Rush, and not a good one. The towers
suck, the upgrades suck. The game sucks more than a White House intern.....
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